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קסז סעיף אסימן   

The halachos of cutting bread 

Where on the bread should one cut? 

There are a number of halachos that dictate how one is 

supposed to slice the bread upon which one recited  ברכת

 The Mechaber writes that one should cut the bread  .המוציא

in the place where it is baked well.1  The Rama adds that one 

should slice the bread from the part of the bread that begins 

to bake first.  The Mishna Berura2 explains that we do not 

know which part of the bread begins to bake first.  It might 

be the top part of the bottom.  Therefore, one should place 

the bread on its side and cut from there so that he is cutting 

front the top and bottom of the bread simultaneously.  

Cutting the bread before the beracha… 

1. During the week 

One should try to minimize the hefsek in between the  ברכת

 and the eating.  In order to speed up the process the המוציא

Mechaber writes that one should cut into the bread slightly, 

before making the ברכת המוציא.  After the beracha all one 

has to do is finish slicing the bread.  One must be careful not 

to cut too much thereby losing the wholeness (שלימות) of 

the bread.  The assessment to see if the bread is still 

considered one entity is for one to hold the bread by the 

smaller piece, if the rest of the bread will come along with 

that piece then the bread is still deemed whole.  But, if the 

incision was so great that the bread breaks into two, then 

even when still together physically the bread is considered 

to be halachicaly in two pieces.    

2. On Shabbos and Yom Tov 

There is an exception to this rule.  The Rama rules that on 

Shabbos and Yom Tov3 one should not cut the bread prior 

to the ברכת המוציא.  The Mishna Berura4 explains that on 

Shabbos there is an inyan to have לחם משנה, two whole 

breads.  If one were to make the cut before the beracha one 

might cut too far, if this were to happen one would lose his 

 It is interesting to note that no it is not just on  .לחם משנה

Shabbos where there an inyan to make the beracha on a 

whole bread.  During the week, as well, one should ideally 

make his beracha on a complete bread.   It appears that the 

inyan of having the bread שלם is more stringent on Shabbos 

than throughout the week.  The Kaf HaChaim5 brings the 

opinion of the תשב"ץ that the reason why one should refrain 

from making this cut on Shabbos is because as one slices 

bread inevitably some crumbs fall out of the bread this 

would cause the bread to lose its status of שלם with regard 
                                                           
1 One should not slice the bread through the middle softer part. MB 1 
 ס"ק ג 2
3 See MB 10 in the name if the Shulchan Aruch HaRav. 
 ס"ק י 4

to the halacha of לחם משנה.  It appears that these crumbs 

do not affect the halacha of שלם that applies all week long, 

but the halacha of שלם visa vi the halacha of לחם משנה is 

more stringent.   

The Mogen Avraham6 brings from the Bach that even on 

Shabbos meticulous individuals make what is called a רושם 

on the bread.  This refers to a slight marking on the bread 

which serves as a signal to the one who will be slicing the 

bread where exactly to cut.  This is different from what the 

Rama is recommending in our siman which is to actually cut 

into the bread.  The Mogen Avraham quotes the sefer Toras 

Chaim who explains that the reason for this is על פי סוד.  The 

Machtzis HaShekel7 explains that during the week one is 

supposes to actually cut into the bread in order to make the 

subsequent slicing smaller thereby minimizing the hefsek.  

On Shabbos that cannot be done but one can make a slight 

marking on the bread with the knife to show the place where 

one intends to cut.  We saw earlier that there is a specific 

place on the bread where the slicing should be made, this 

marking will allow the בוצע to identify the correct location 

and not have to search for it after the ברכת המוציא.   The 

Kaf HaChaim quotes the Nodeh BeYehuda who is opposed 

to making this mark in the bread on Shabbos.  He argues that 

if one actually prepares the place to cut the bread and later 

on for some reason one is unable to eat from that specific 

place the ברכת המוציא will not cover the new piece, even if 

from the same loaf, of bread.  Since the בוצע intended to 

only eat from that part of the bread the berahca is only valid 

if that piece is eaten.  Therefore, says the Node BeYehuda, 

it is preferable not to make any markings on the bread on 

Shabbos.     

The Ketzos HaShulchan brings from Tzemach Tzedek that 

many people who are careful to make the marking on the 

bread on Shabbos do not end up searching for it after the 

beracha and just slice the bread.  The Tzemach Tzedek says 

this is the correct practice.  The reason for this ruling of the 

Tzemach Tzedek is not clear.  One explanation might be that 

the whole purpose of the marking is to minimize the hefsek 

between the beracha and the slicing.  If one is going to spend 

time looking for the marking then he is undermining the 

marking in the first place.  Therefore, it is better not to 

search for the marking.  One could argue that the Nodeh 

BeYehuda would agree in a situation where one has in mind 

that if he cannot find the marking quickly he will cut from 

another part of the bread, that one may make the marking 

lechatchila. 
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קסז סעיף ז סימן  

Being Yotze The Bracha Hamotzi From Someone Else And Washing Afterwards 

This Siman discusses common scenarios on Shabbos where often many people are being yotze the bracha of ‘hamotzi’ 

through one person who has the lechem mishna.  

If there is a long queue to wash, the one making ‘hamotzi’ may be ready to say the bracha before the others have even 

washed. Can the others be yotze the bracha ‘hamotzi’ before they have washed? What happens to the bracha ‘al netilas 

yadayim’? 

Scenario Was he yotze the bracha ‘hamotzi’?  
Can he still say the bracha ‘al netilas yadayim’? 

1. Normal Shabbos Scenario: 

a) Reuven washes his hands 
b) Reuven says the bracha ‘al netilas 

yadayim’ 
c) Reuven dries his hands 
d) Yaakov says ‘hamotzi’ with the intention 

to yotze Reuven*  

 Normal Shabbos scenario, Reuven is yotze both brachos. 
 
Explanation: One should make the bracha ’al netilas yadayim’ 
after washing the hands (so that the hands are clean for the 
bracha), but before finished drying one’s hands.  
Bedieved the bracha ’al netilas yadayim’ can be made after drying 
however “one should be very careful regarding this [to say the 
bracha before drying]” (quoted from the MB 158:44). 
In any event, after one has said or heard ‘hamotzi’, the bracha ’al 
netilas yadayim’ is not valid even bedieved, except in the 
particular Scenarios below. 

‘Late Washing but OK’ Scenario of the 
Mechaber 167:7: 

a) Reuven washes his hands  
b) Yaakov says ‘hamotzi’ with the intention 

to yotze Reuven*  
c) Reuven says the bracha ‘al netilas 

yadayim’  
d) Reuven dries his hands 

 Reuven is yotze both brachos.  
 
Explanation: As stated above, the bracha ’al netilas yadayim’ 
cannot be said after he says (or listens to) the bracha ‘hamotzi’, 
even bedieved (MB 158:44); however in this case it is allowed 
since he has not yet dried his hands (MB 167:46) 8.  

Alternative ‘Late Washing but OK’ Scenario of 
MB 167:45: 

a) Yaakov says ‘hamotzi’ with the intention 
to yotze Reuven*  

b) Reuven washes his hands 
c) Reuven says the bracha ‘al netilas 

yadayim’  
d) Reuven dries his hands 

 Reuven is yotze both brachos. 
 
Explanation: This satisfies the criteria above that one is able to be 
yotze the bracha ‘hamotzi’ from someone else as long as he has 
not yet dried his hands, and it doesn’t fall into the trap of the 
‘Pitfall Late Washing’ Scenario below. 

‘Late Washing but Dried as Well’ Scenario of 
MB 167:46: 

a) Reuven washes and dries his hands  
b) Yaakov says ‘hamotzi’ with the intention 

to yotze Reuven 
c) <Reuven is now unable to say the 

bracha ‘al netilas yadayim’>  

 Even though Reuven is yotze the bracha ‘hamotzi’, he definitely 
cannot say anymore ’al netilas yadayim’.  
 
Explanation: Since he has heard ‘hamotzi’, and dried his hands 
already, he cannot say ’al netilas yadayim’ anymore (MB 167:46).  

‘Late Washing but even Later Drying’ Scenario 
of Shaar Hatziyun 167:44: 

a) Reuven washes his hands  
b) Yaakov says ‘hamotzi’ with the intention 

to yotze Reuven*  
c) Reuven dries his hands  
d) <Uncertain whether Reuven can now 

say the bracha ‘al netilas yadayim’>  

‘?’ Reuven is yotze the bracha ‘hamotzi’, however in doubt 
whether can still be yotze ’al netilas yadayim’. 
 
Explanation: See Shaar Hatziyun 167:44 for possible rationale for 
whether he could be yotze ’al netilas yadayim’ in this case. 
Concludes that the Halacha is unresolved, ‘tzorich iyun’.  

‘Pitfall Late Washing’ Scenario of MB 167:45: 
a) Reuven washes his hands  
b) At the same time as Reuven is saying 

the bracha ‘al netilas yadayim’, Yaakov 
says ‘hamotzi’ 

c) Reuven dries his hands 

  Reuven is NOT yotze the bracha ‘hamotzi’.  
 
Explanation: One cannot be in the midst of saying the bracha ’al 
netilas yadayim’ and at the same time attempt to listen in order to 
be yotze the bracha ‘hamotzi’ (MB 167:45).  

* And Reuven also has in mind to be yotze with Yaakov’s ‘hamotzi’ – MB 167:44   

                                                           
8 See also Beiur Halacha ‘Mevarech’ on Siman 158:11, where the same ruling applies to one making their own hamotzi. 



 סימן קסז סעיף ו

Common misconceptions with regard to עת הפתיצב  

From when may one speak after the ברכת המוציא?  One 

must be careful not to be mafsik in between the  ברכת

 and the eating.  This halacha does not only apply המוציא

to the ברכת המוציא, one may not be mafsik after reciting 

any beracha on food until the food has been consumed.  

At what point may one talk?  The Mishna Berura9 rules 

that the beracha does not take effect until one has 

swallowed some of the bread.  Therefore, before the 

actual swallowing the following list of activities are 

prohibited… 

 Talking 

 Walking to a different place, unless there is a 

pressing need.10 

 Answering אמן to another’s beracha.   

 Answering kadish, kedusha, or borchu. 

 Some say one should not hand out the pieces of 

bread to others until he himself eats first.11 

 Humming a niggun (tune).12 

While one should not speak before swallowing if one 

spoke after commencing chewing but before swallowing 

he need not repeat the ברכת המוציא since there are 

opinions that rule that one is considered to have 

halachicaly began to eat by chewing for the purpose of 

eating.13 

However, one who spoke after the ברכת המוציא but 

before he began chewing must repeat the ברכת המוציא 

if his speech was not related to his seudah.  The following 

are some examples of speech that are related to the 

seuda.  Therefore, if one spoke regarding the following 

even before commencing chewing, he need not repeat 

the 14.ברכת המוציא 

 Bring the salt 

 Give food to our guest 

 Feed the cat15 

 Bring one more place setting16 

*Important note: One must be aware that if the one who 

recited the ברכת המוציא spoke before chewing, about 

something unrelated to the meal, no one is yotzei with his 

beracha and everyone must recite their own  ברכת

 17.המוציא

  

  סימן קסז

1.  One who recited the ברכת המוציא but did not yet eat 

and hears someone else making a beracha should not 

answer אמן to that beracha.18 [MB 35] 

2.  One who forgot to recite the ברכת המוציא may do so 

throughout the meal.  One who only remembers after 

completing the meal does not need to recite  ברכת

 In such a case, it is advisable for one to consume  .המוציא

some more bread in order to allow himself the 

opportunity to make the 19.ברכת המוציא [Mechaber 8, 

MB 48] 

                                                           
 ס"ק לה 9
 .See Dirshu note 26  .שע"צ ס"ק כח 10
11 Dirshu note 21 quoting the Taz 167:79. 
12 See Dirshu note 24 
 כן פסק העה"ש ס"ק י"ג וכן משמע במ"ב שם, שע"צ ס"ק ל  13
14 Rav Shlomo Zalman Aurbach zt”l rules that one who spoke about something that he thought was related to the meal  but it turned 
out to not be related to the meal need not make a new beracha as this is not considered a hefsek.  See Dirshu note 29 
15 See MB 40 who explains that since it is prohibited to eat before one’s animals, ensuring the animal has food is considered ‘related 
to the meal’. 
 מ"ב ס"ק לז 16
 מ"ב ס"ק מג 17
18 See Dirshu note 24 regarding one who did answer אמן as far as whether he needs to make another beracha. 
19 This is in order to accommodate the opinion of the Ravad who rules that one should make the ברכת המוציא even after one finishes 
eating. Shar HaTziyun 46. 
20 See Biur Halacha ‘bimkom’ who rules that the same applies to one who made the beracha of בורא מיני מזונות. 
 ערוך השולחן סימן רב ס"ק ג 21
22 One must be careful to stick to the exact nusach of Chazal even when reciting the beracha in a different language and therefore 
needs to consult a posek before doing so. 
 שו"ת רע"א מ"ק סימן י"ב, חת"ס, אג"מ ועוד 23

3.  One who is in doubt if he made the ברכת המוציא 

should not recite another one himself but should try to 

find someone who is about to recite ברכת המוציא and 

have in mind to be yotzei with him. [Mechaber 9, MB 49] 

4.  One who made a shehakol20 instead of the  ברכת

 or any other beracha, is yotzei bedieved with the ,המוציא

shehakol. [Mechaber 10] 

5. Some rule21 that if one is in doubt as to whether he 

recited a beracha he may recite the beracha in a language 

other than lashon HaKodesh.22  The logic being that 

reciting Hashem’s name in a different language does not 

constitute הזכרת שם שמים לבטלה.  Others23 argue that 
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the recitation of a beracha in a different language for the 

purpose of a beracha where that beracha is not needed 

is, in fact, a violation of הזכרת שם שמים לבטלה. [Dirshu 

note 41] 

6.  The בעל הבית should be the one to make the  ברכת

 There is a discussion in the poskim if it is correct  .המוציא

to honor a guest with the ברכת המוציא.  If everyone at 

the meal is eating from their own bread, then all agree 

that it is correct to honor an important guest with the 

 [Mechaber 14, MB 74] .ברכת המוציא

7.   Those being yoztei with another’s ברכת המוציא must 

wait for him to eat from the bread first. [Mechaber 15] 

  

(Based on Sefer Chofetz Chaim – Dirshu edition) 

 If Reuven is aware that Shimon did an aveirah beshogeg 
(accidentally), he may still not relay that information to 
others. The reason is that even an aveirah beshogeg is in 
need of kaparah as he should have been more careful 
with his actions. Therefore it is considered a genai – 
degrading statement – and falls under the category of 
Lashon Hara (R’ Chaim Kanievsky) (p. 251, note 13). 
 

 Reuven is an observant Jew while Shimon is not. 
Reuven is aware that Levi has recently started to 
become more lax in his mitzvah-observance. For 
Reuven this is very negative, while Shimon 
(unfortunately) does not view this as a negative matter 
at all. May Reuven tell Shimon about Levi or does it 
constitute Lashon Hara? The answer is that Reuven may 
not mention Levi’s lack of mitzvah-performance to 
Shimon on the following two accounts: 1) Perhaps 
Shimon will communicate this piece of information 
further and it might reach people who will view this as a 
matter of genai – degrading information. 2) Perhaps 
Shimon will eventually become a ba’al teshuvah, in which 
case it will then be clear that he was told information 
that was Lashon Hara. [Ed. note: Irrespective of these 
two reasons it would seem that it should also be 
forbidden on account of the speaker, as he is acting 
without refined middos] (ibid.).  
 

 If someone speaks Lashon Hara for a constructive 
purpose (according to the guidelines set forth in Sefer 
Chofetz Chaim), he may only do so if he himself is not 
guilty of the same misconduct he is blaming his friend 
for (Chofetz Chaim, Klal 10:3). If he himself is not 
completely clean in this matter, it will be considered real 
Lashon Hara for all purposes. The Chofetz Chaim goes 
even further by saying that if one later on in his life 
commits that wrongdoing for which he censured his 
friend, he will retroactively be taken to task for violating 
the prohibition of speaking Lashon Hara, as by now it is 
no longer justifiable (see Shemiras Halashon, Sha’ar 
Hatevunah 17 where he brings proofs for this chiddush) 
(p. 251, note 14). 
 

 There are various views in the poskim as to the status of 
non-observant Jews in our times. Some consider them 
to be tinokos shenishbu (like children taken captive by 
non-Jews and raised in a secular environment devoid of 
Torah and Mitzvos) (Chazon Ish) while others view them 
as shogegim [not completely excused like tinokos 
shenishbu, but not intentional sinners either] (R’ Shlomo  
 
 
 
 

Zalman Auerbach, who held that the status of tinokos 
shenishbu is reserved for people like Russian immigrants 
who were denied any exposure to authentic yiddishkeit). 
Regardless of the fine details as to how we halachically 
define them, both opinions would agree that one can’t 
talk Lashon Hara about a non-observant Jew, as the vast 
majority of them are not considered resha’im (intentional 
sinners) (p. 255, note 18 see there for the opinion of 
Teshuvos Vehanhagos (R’ Shternbuch) and R’ Chaim 
Kanievsky). 
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